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THE COMING GLOBAL ECONOMIC SYSTEM
The Bible says there will be a global economic system that will be controlled by the Antichrist and False
Prophet.
Rev 13:15 He was granted power to give breath to the image of the beast, that the image of the
beast should both speak and cause as many as would not worship the image of the beast to be
killed. 16 He causes all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and slave, to receive a mark on
their right hand or on their foreheads, 17 and that no one may buy or sell except one who has the
mark or the name of the beast, or the number of his name. 18 Here is wisdom. Let him who has
understanding calculate the number of the beast, for it is the number of a man: His number is 666.
NKJV
In order for this to be fulfilled, the current global economic system with the many currencies and ever
fluctuating exchange rates must be replaced by a global currency with a central control. This will require
the existing system to completely crash, creating global hardship. With starvation and hardship going
global, the people will then embrace the solution. Those plotting the global government of the future
often use the phrase, “ordo ab chao”, or, “out of chaos, comes order” - one of the oldest mottos of Craft
Freemasonry. http://freemasonry.bcy.ca/history/masonic_mottoes.html
Are we close to global financial collapse? How close?

Stealth QE4: Operation Tokyo Twist
By: Jim Willie CB
November 14, 2014
http://news.goldseek.com/GoldenJackass/1415998800.php
Simply put, QE can never be halted or even slowed. The USFed is in a corner, with no policy options, facing
collapse, with no ability whatsoever to halt the systemic failure in progress. It can only rely on hidden machinery and
profound lies, against a background of constant economic propaganda. The central bank franchise system wrapped
around the fiat paper currency regime has failed. They cannot stop it, not even with endless bond fraud and endless
war, the new twin towers of the fascist state legacy. The entire financial structures have become fully dependent on
easy money and debt financed by a printing press, buttressed by derivative machinery. The Uncle Sam bearing the
USDollar emblem is like a pathetic heroin addict brandishing a modern howitzer. The USDollar is fast losing its
integrity, during a dangerous global rejection episode. Therefore, QE must be exported, the easy candidate
Japan. Call it Operation Tokyo Twist.
Heavy pressure, threats, and subterfuge are the American way. It is yet another sordid chapter in the Weimar
Amerika story. QE to Infinity is the marquee billboard message, which will be perpetuated until the USGovt debt
default and US financial collapse, forcing replacement of the USDollar. A Japanese syringe does not prevent the
USD death, only delay it while deeper cancer spreads to the Japanese Economy and its financial structure. The
United States is fast running out of nations to plunder. See Libya, Cyprus, Syria, Ukraine, the Philippines. Now
Japan. Witness death of the US nation. The national carving ceremony will be very interesting to observe in future
years, after the commercial colonization.
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SYSTEMIC FAILURE GUARANTEE
The USEconomy will gradually move toward systemic failure for 10 main reasons. The isolation of the United States
was foretold two years here. The US has become a pariah nation, ignored at all formal multi-national summit
meetings. Obama is ignored on stage, placed with the wives. The US is not part of any new global platform
implementation.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

QE is killing capital from rising costs as banker welfare remains in place
USGovt has unmanageable debt as the great bloated welfare state remains in place
USMilitary is a cancer as the great predator war machine remains in place
Insolvent banks are grand casinos, no longer credit engines for capital formation
Rigged higher USDollar value will make exports to foreign nations difficult
Rejection of USTBond in trade will lead to amplified USGovt bond dumping
QE volume will rise significantly to soak the discarded bonds, in hidden rooms
Interest rate derivative reliance out of control, Failures to Deliver the smoking gun
All sanctions have backfired, the Russian sanctions being the final event
USDollar regime does not participate in trade settlement, on a growing basis.

OVERVIEW
The USFed has exported Quantitative Easing on a gigantic scale to Japan. The plausible deniability cover is that the
US offers a higher bond yield, with a rising USDollar chaser. So the USFed announced with balllyhoo an end to QE
and its unsterilized bond monetization, used for four years to cover the USGovt deficit and all the rolled over
matured USTBills and USTBonds. Next just coincidentally, the Japanese announce unlimited QE in Tokyo. The
Tokyo vassals will conduct highly corrosive unsterilized bond monetization, just like the Americans have done for
four years. The untold part of the story is that the USGovt has demanded of its Asian vassals that they devote their
$1.2 Japanese Govt pension fund to USTreasurys. The US covets the pot, which will buy another year of time. The
Germans blocked QE in EuroCB under Prince Draghi's tutelage. The focus of attention went to Japan, which cannot
say to their American Victor Lords. The Yakuza sword lies above their heads. Keep in mind there are no $billion
coincidences.
JAPAN SACRIFICES PENSION FUND
The Japanese do not wish to see their bonds rise in yield, since it would cause a major problem with delivered
pension payments. The lost income stream would be an obvious blight on their financial field. Confirmation is seen
not with any great alteration in the JapGovtBond yields, but with the falling Japanese Yen currency. Therefore in
summary, the US will commandeer the Japanese Govt pensions, which will purchase USTreasurys. The Bank of
Japan will monetize their replacement so that the pension fund will look intact. The blood on the floor is a falling
Japanese Yen, which will have deep ramifications. The Wall Street uber-lords probably tried to convince them a
cheaper Yen currency would be great for the export industry, with its vast array of exported items large and small.
Also, foreign subsidiary translations would be more favorable, another benefit. Without a decline in JYen, the
interest rates in Japan would go above 2% to 3% quickly. The flip side is higher energy import costs, noting that
Japan imports over 98% of its oil. Call it Operation Tokyo Twist. The USFed exported QE, thus putting QE4 on
track in the latest hyper monetary inflation obscenity.
The USFed is again proved liars, as QE continues from a foreign outpost (outhouse). They lied by promising 0%
(ZIRP) as lasting only six to nine months. They lied by promising QE bond monetization would be temporary, a onetime event. They lied as to what Operation Twist was, when China dumped all long-term USTreasurys in favor of
quickly expiring short-term USTreasurys. They lied on Taper Talk last year, for reduced volume of bond purchases.
They lied on usage of QE funds to purchase the major US Stocks using the S&P500 index. They lied on Interest
Rate Swap dependence, the London Whale incident having exposed JPMorguen as losers. They lied in the
nationalization of AIG, so as to rescue Goldman Sachs after killing rival Lehman Brothers. They have lied every
single month on QE bond volumes, far more than double the officially stated volume. They have lied every single
month on the black hole under the rug, since QE covers ruptured hidden derivative losses. They might be in the
$trillions.
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Proof of Operation Tokyo Twist is seen in the recent price action for the Japanese currency. The Japanese Yen went
from 91 at end September, to 94.5 in mid-October, to 87.8 on November 3rd, to 86.35 on November 13th. A falling
currency is the confirmation of the US bond grab, a smoking gun, since Tokyo replaces the seized pension funds in
monetized manner. This is nothing but a huge shell game with Yellen the Liar in Chief at the Fed. They put a gun to
Tokyo's head, and they engineered the twist. Vengeance will come from Germany and Japan, but also from the
entire East. Both Russia & China will join in the vengeance against the Anglo-Americans and King Dollar
Regime. It has months to live, not years. It no longer sits upright on its throne, its velvet eaten by heroin stains, at
least two legs fractured. The upcoming G-20 Meeting in Brisbane Australia will see the writing on the executioner's
wall. The US delegates will be listening, not dictating. A death blow might soon come from Shanghai, where in
pursuit of an equilibrium based gold market, the Chinese are indicating a doubled Gold price and tripled Silver price.
The West will not be able to stop it, to arbitrage it, or to ignore it. The reason is simple: the West has run out of
Gold.
The King Dollar is in the final death throes, and the entire world knows it. Well, except for sleepy Americans, who
do not comprehend its role as global reserve currency. When the new Scheiss Dollar arrives, the wake up call comes.
Its painful devaluations will bring price inflation, supply shortage, social disorder, and shock to the gutted nation. A
preview is given. The fast cratering retail sector is another symptom, led by Wal-Mart, Sears, Amazon, and Target.
Until then, the Tokyo Twist will be the song on the FOREX dance floor where all the gals (fiat currencies) are ugly,
in a desperate contest to be the least ugly. The new BRICS gold & silver backed currency is at an advance stage
in the design rooms, soon to see actual implementation. The Gold Standard is to be re-installed,
euphemistically called the Currency Reset. History is on the verge of being made.

Financial Fantasy Land Continues to Prevent
Collapse-Bill Holter
By Greg Hunter
December 24, 2014
http://usawatchdog.com/financial-fantasy-land-continues-to-prevent-collapse-bill-holter/
Financial writer Bill Holter says the record stock market does not reflect reality. Holter explains, “This will go on
until it doesn’t. Very quietly, this past week, they postponed the “Volcker Rules” for the banking system. The
reason they did that is they can’t allow the Volcker Rule to come into place. That would require increased capital
ratios. It would bring mark to market back. We live in a financial fantasy land, and they need to continue the
fantasy to prevent collapse.”
The recent spending bill passed by Congress, which puts taxpayers on the hook for more than $300 trillion in future
derivative losses, is another ominous sign financial trouble is coming. Holter contends, “It tells me that they know
something. They know something we suspect, and they know something they don’t want to tell us. They know a
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crash is coming and they are preparing. For the Republicans to vote “yes” on this after they won a landslide election
is throwing the voters under the bus. People voted for change and we got change, but it was change into a greater
direction of taxpayers being screwed.”
So, how long can this “financial fantasy” last? Holter, who has more than 30 years experience on Wall Street and
finance, says, “I have no idea. I say I have no idea because I would have thought a complete credit contraction and
collapse would have and should have already occurred. The Federal Reserve with QE (money printing) and the
Plunge Protection Team manipulating basically all markets have held it together. It is being held together with
confidence and confidence alone. So, when will the wheels fall off of this thing? It could be tomorrow morning; it
could be January 5th, the first trading day of 2015. It could be anytime, but it’s going to happen.”
On the new so-called trading “collars” on gold and silver prices, Holter says it is another tipoff on where the precious
metals prices are going. Holter thinks, “It’s to prevent a disorderly rise and not a disorderly collapse in prices. How
far can it go from here? It is $6 to $8 below the cost of production.”
On Holter’s outlook for 2015, Holter says, “I think there is going to be a reset of asset prices, a reset of currencies
and a reset on the values of everything. I also think credit will actually seize up in and around this reset. What I
really think you are going to see with a credit seizure is a problem with distribution. When I say distribution, look
what happened this past week in Belarus. Because the Russian ruble collapsed, the Belarusians, because their
currency is tied to the ruble, they went out and made a run on their banks and went into stores and took everything
off the shelves. How are those shelves going to get restocked? They get restocked via use of credit. The entire
distribution chain runs on credit, and if credit seizes or even hiccups, you could very well see a panic and shelves
clean up lock, stock and barrel.” This same thing could happen in America, as Holter goes on to explain, “This is
human nature. If you see a run on a bank or your ATM’s don’t work or your credit cards don’t work, people are
going to take whatever cash they have and buy whatever they can.”
Holter closes by warning, “I suspect what is going to break are the derivatives, the $303 trillion in derivatives that
the big banks have, and it will crash the world. This is not just a U.S. problem–this is an international problem.
When this thing blows up, it will be unlike anything that has happened since the Great Depression and before. This
will be the big one.”
Join Greg Hunter as he goes One-on-One with Bill Holter of Miles Franklin, who specializes in precious metals and
global investment strategies.
(There is much more in the video interview.)
After the Interview:
There is lots of free information and articles on the MilesFranklin.com website. If you would like to follow Bill
Holter’s weekly articles, click here.

American Bank Bail-Ins Are Beginning
30 Dec, 2014
by Dave Hodges
http://www.thecommonsenseshow.com/2014/12/30/american-bank-bail-insbeginning/

It would appear that your bank is preparing to go on a bank holiday. No, not a
vacation, but a holiday. After reading this article, you may find it prudent to
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check on the liquidity of your bank accounts and investment monies. Why? Because bank bail-ins appear to be
commencing.
The Banks Are Not Our Friends
We are all concerned that one day we will attempt to gain access to our money in our bank accounts and and the
banks will refuse to honor the request and keep the money. From an anecdotal perspective, it appears that the day
that we cannot gain access to our money is now here. There are two instances that I am personally aware of, that the
banks are failing to give their customers full access to THEIR money.
Bail-Ins Appear to Be Beginning
On Monday, one man that I personally know recently attempted to transfer a sizable sum of money (i.e. $110,000)
from savings to checking to cover a check he had written for a large purchase. He attempted to move the money
through online banking, which nobody should ever engage in, and was unsuccessful. He went to the bank and was
subsequently told that there was a problem with his account and he could only transfer about 10% of what he
intended to transfer from savings to checking. He inquired as to what the problem was and he was told that the
branch did not have access to that information, only that he would not be permitted to make this transfer of funds “at
this time”. Today, the charge will hit the bank and the check that he wrote is likely to bounce and will have serious
ramifications to his credit. He told me that he is returning to his bank, Chase, with his attorney.
In a more serious situation, a man who has direct deposit from his employer to his bank account, has failed to receive
his latest check. The money was due to be paid into his account on December 20, 2014. He called his employer’s
accounts payable and was told that the credit had posted on the evening of December 19. Yet, the bank has told this
desperate man that they have not received his check. The check also included an end of year bonus and as such is
sizable (e.g. in excess of $60,000). This means that the bank has had his money for nine days and cannot account for
the money. I have advised this Bank of America account holder to contact the FBI and report this as a crime.
Both victims approached me, about a week apart, because they were both aware that I had previously written articles
which are highly critical of the banking system with regard to how insolvent they truly are and they hoped I would
have some insight as to what they could to gain access to their money. The purpose of this article is to fire a shot
across the bow of the banks and let them know that we are raising the alarms of what is going on. Where there are
two instances of bank thievery, there are two hundred cases. I am requesting that anyone with knowledge of bankster
crimes against their depositors pass along this information to myself and I will attempt to synthesize the information
and report on the trend curves in these matters as they are occurring.
By the way, Mac Salvo, reported this same kind of crime last month.
The Ownership of the Banking System Is In Flux
I had a significant conversation that I wish everyone in the nation who has money in a bank could have listened to. I
was relating the stories of the two men who cannot gain full access to their accounts, to an individual who holds a
significant position within the banking system. I approached my old friend in the hope that he could provide some
insight as to what is going on and what these two individuals could do to pry their money loose.
I was informed that some of the banking system is being purchased and the sale of banking assets is happening in a
very covert manner and as long as a sale is pending, a bank does not want to see fluctuations in their net worth. He
also told me that there are statistical algorithms that banks have been told that they must stay within because it
impacts the baseline value of a bank in a sale. At that moment, I experienced an epiphany. I was aware that I had
knowledge which matched word-for-word what my friend was telling me.
George Soros Is the Ultimate Economic Hit Man
Just over 20 years ago, international banker George Soros made his most famous investment by shorting the British
pound and pocketing a billion dollars in the process. Following this watershed event, he has become well known for
moving money and then betting on stock market crashes. In several instances, Soros has been known to rig various
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markets to fail for his own gain as well as the gain of the international banking cartel in Basel known as the Bank of
International Settlements.
Several months ago, Soros made raised eyebrows by making a billion dollar stock bet against the S&P 500. At that
particular time, Soros proclaimed, through his actions, that there were warning signs of coming S&P 500 troubles
which signaled dangerous times ahead for the US economy. Because Glass-Steagall has been repealed, many banks
have a direct and indirect presence in the stock market as evidenced by the folly of the credit-swap derivatives
market. Going into the final few days of the year, the American Stock Market has an unprecedented bubble which is
reminding many of the months leading of the 1929 Stock Market crash.
Disturbingly, Soros has repeatedly demonstrated that he has had both accurate and advanced knowledge of
stock market and banking crashes in the past. Subsequently, savvy investors keep a very close eye on his
money movements and resulting holdings as Soros is the “Canary in the mine”. He is the world’s ultimate
economic hit man and both bankers and politicians watch his every move with fear and apprehension.
According to a 2014 filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission, it was revealed that Soros sold his
holdings in Citigroup, J.P. Morgan and Bank of America. Soros subsequently moved his money and took up new
positions in gold and tech stocks associated with Chinese money movement. Soros has moved his money to RF
Micro Devices, Nuance Communications, Marvel Technology Group, Nokia Corp., and Cypress Semiconductor.
Soros also boosted his stake in Herbalife and took up a new position in Yamana Gold and AuRico Gold, and New
Gold Inc. This sent shockwaves among aware investors in the banking and stock market arena.
Soros’ money movements are significant for several reasons. First, he is now betting against both the U.S. Stock
Market and now the three major US domestic banks. Second, Soros has obtained a sizable gold portfolio which is
something one would want to do if one were expecting, or causing a crash of currency to occur. Finally, and most
significantly, Soros is betting against the solvency of the Federal Reserve by running from the three of the major
investors (i.e. the three major banks) in the Federal Reserve. This has a lot to do on why the U.S. and Britain
practiced for widespread bank failures on November 10th in a drill facilitated by the FDIC. This is also highly
significant because this is occurring at a time when the Federal Reserve gave permission to various Chinese interests
(i.e. all controlled by the Chinese military) to purchase sizable positions in American banking which serves to
underwrite and partially fund the Federal Reserve.
It is interesting to note that JP Morgan Chase, earlier in 2014, has sold their property located at One Chase
Manhattan Plaza skyscraper to Fosun International, a Chinese investment firm, for the bargain basement price of
$725 million. This is only the latest in a series of New York real estate purchases by Chinese investors for
properties formerly reserved for Federal Reserve members. This is a highly significant event that received only a
couple of days of attention, but quickly faded from the front pages. In a future article, I will go into more detail how
Soros is setting a trap for both the Chinese and the Federal Reserve. For now, let’s suffice it to say that his actions
are helping to set the course for World War III because war is something that desperate nations engage in when they
have no other financial options. America, China, Russia and their military allies are quickly approaching this
moment.
Why It Is Becoming Difficult to Gain Access to Your Bank Account
On November 16, 2014, I covered the fact that the G20 nations passed a joint resolution to get their nation’s
central banking system to declare that your bank account was not defined as money. This was done because the G20
central banks are approaching insolvency. This put your assets at the bottom of the list for FDIC compensation in the
event a bank failure.
The fact that these two events happened in close proximity to each other is not surprising. However, it is surprising
that these two events (i.e. the bank failure drill and the G20 declaration) happened in such close proximity to each
other presents clear signs that the banking industry is preparing to hold on to your money in attempt to stave off
financial ruin.
Conclusion
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It is important to not leave more than an operating amount of money in your bank. How close the banks are to an allout bank holiday is difficult to predict. However, I believe we are seeing the chest pains of a banking system, which
will culminate in World War III. What you can do to minimize this looming and catastrophic event will be covered
in my last article of 2014.

The New York Federal Reserve Has Signaled the End
of the Dollar Is Near
31 Dec, 2014
by Dave Hodges
http://www.thecommonsenseshow.com/2014/12/31/new-york-federal-reserve-signaled-end-dollar-near/
Ultimately, this article is written for individuals who are naive enough to believe that
2015 will look and feel like 2014. The banksters have positioned world events, both
militarily and economically, to make 2015 a pivotal year in world history.
Goldman Sachs Leads the Charge to Armageddon
Twenty one months ago, in response to the undeniable Goldman Sachs chicanery with
regard to the manipulation of the gold market, I wrote the following:
“However, the best predictor of the coming crash will coincide with the globalists
cornering the majority of the gold market on this planet. After the globalists gain control of the gold, then we
will witness a countdown to economic Armageddon in which all currencies will hyper-inflate prior to collapsing.
Then humanity will be at the mercy of people who have no sense of decency and respect for life“.
I maintain that the international banking cabal, as represented by the actions of Goldman Sachs and the New York
Fed, have gained control of the lion’s share of gold supply, thus rendering their dependence on hard currency (i.e.
the Petrodollar and the Euro) to be irrelevant. Meanwhile, the rest of the planet is dependent on highly volatile fiat
paper currencies.
If you understand the events related to these statements, along with their consequences, then you have already
divested yourself from nearly all paper currencies and the Ponzi scheme driven stock market. To the fully awake and
aware person, a bank is merely landmark that you pass on your way to your final destination. If the catastrophic
significance of these statements are not readily apparent, then please read on, the meaning will become crystal clear.
The Measure of Wealth Is Relative
Before one can grasp what is happening to their collective wealth in this country, one must come to understand that
all wealth is relative to others own and control. For example, if everyone in the United States owns a dollar, then
nobody is rich and nobody is poor. However, if you own a dollar and you can cause the dollar of your fellow
Americans to significantly decline in value while your dollar maintains it value, then you control the Presidency, the
Congress and are also the new owners of the Federal Reserve and its subsidiary financial organizations such as
Goldman Sachs. In other words, wealth is relative. Wealth is not only built by acquiring assets, but relative wealth is
also established by driving down the value of wealth of one’s competitors. These two strategies are being
simultaneously being employed by the banksters.
The BRICS Strike Back
The BRICS nations are fully cognizant of the fact that they are
dependent on currencies which have no future. The BRICS are fully
aware that the elite international bankers have transferred much of
their wealth into hard assets such as gold and have abandoned fiat
currencies. And the BRICS also understand that the international
banking cartel is attempting to collapse the medium of exchange
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utilized by the American people, namely the Petrodollar. In response, the BRICS nations have tried to run to gold
and have largely abandoned the sinking Petrodollar, but it is too late for them to escape their ultimate economic fate.
The debt of the BRICS far outweighs their ability to acquire gold as an offset largely due to the credit swap
derivatives debt that every central bank on the planet has assumed the responsibility for.
The Banksters Have Reached Their Goal
In April of 2013, I wrote that “The best proof that the globalists are manipulating the price
of gold comes from “Goldman Sachs (who) reportedly told their clients earlier this month
that they recommend initiating a short COMEX gold position.”
The above action with regard to shorting gold by Goldman Sachs should have sent off a
shockwave of shock and concern among the American people,, and it would have, if were not such a dumbed down
nation.
When Goldman Sachs shorts anything, bad things are about to happen. Please remember that this is the same
Goldman Sachs that shorted its airline stocks just prior to 9/11. This is also the same Goldman Sachs that placed put
options on Transocean stock the morning of the 2010 Gulf oil explosion. This is the same Goldman Sachs that got
caught shorting the housing market in advance of the housing bubble burst. Basically, when Goldman Sachs starts
shorting anything, we should all become apprehensive particularly if our individual investments are anywhere in the
neighborhood of the commodities being impacted by shorting. Again, history clearly demonstrates that when
Goldman Sachs begins to short anything, it is time to take your money, buy needed commodities and then run for the
hills. That time would be now!
This leads to a very simple point. Why was Goldman Sachs shorting the price of gold almost two years ago?
Goldman Sachs was engaged in a strategy of driving down the price of gold so that investors would engage in panic
selling, which they did, and the elite would “ditch” the dollar and stock up on gold, which they did. The smart
investors, would have held their gold positions regardless of what their brokers were telling them to do.If anyone
would have been paying attention to George Soros and his money movements, everyone would have held onto their
gold. I pointed out in yesterday’s article that George Soros, according to a 2014 Securities and Exchange
Commission report, had abandoned the stock market and his personal holdings in three megabanks (Citigroup,
J.P. Morgan and Bank of America) and moved his money into gold and tech stocks associated with Chinese
money movement which is driven by the acquisition of gold as well.
In summary, we have come to an important conclusion. The banksters have driven down the price of gold, so they
and their elite friends can acquire as much gold as possible and will use their gold positions as an alternative to the
soon-to-be collapsing paper currencies. The BRICS have awakened to this plot, but it is too late. However, this is
only part of this unfolding story.
The New York Fed Has Signaled the End of the Dollar Is Near
I have interviewed several experts who have discussed how the New York Fed and the
World Bank have wrongfully denied gold owed to nations (e.g. Germany, the Netherlands).
The reason is clear, the banksters are attempting to hoard much of the gold in anticipation of
an imminent currency collapse. Yet, there is something going on in New York which makes
no sense.
There are some very disturbing developments with regard the amount of gold
holdings at the New York Federal Reserve. For years, the NY Fed has dragged their feet on
repatriating European nations with their gold holdings. Beginning in November, the NY Fed has begun to pay
European nations what they owe them in gold. The sudden and voluminous transfer of wealth, as
represented by European national interests marks the end of the hoarding of gold by elite. Please
refer to my quote at the beginning of this article. The payout of gold to European nations after years of
hoarding gold can only mean one thing. The elite feel they have solidified their gold position.
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The payout of gold by the NY Fed and it has left the organization at a long time low with regard to the amount of
gold being held by this financial institution. This too, is by design. If the United States government ever had a
moment of lucidity and decided to engage in a strategy of self-preservation and decided to seize gold as a result, the
NY Fed has just taken away that option by disposing of most of its gold. The following chart demonstrates how
depleted the gold holdings of the NY Fed have become. I believe that this is they we have seen almost 40 banker
murdered over the past several months. As nations seek to survive, they need to convict a perpetrator for these
economic crimes against humanity and some Western governments would no doubt try and bring many banksters to
justice. When these banksters were murdered, their evidence trail against the senior banksters died with them. Both
of these moves signals the final stages before the planned collapse of the petrodollar.
There is an eerie calm on the plane, but I can hear the music from
the movie, Jaws, slowly beginning to play.
The elite, through the Federal Reserve, have also stopped acquiring
mortgage backed securities which they were to the tune $40 billion
dollars per month with monies derived from simply printing it into
existence. One of my neighbors asked me why would the Federal
Reserve would be engaged in acquiring mortgage backed securities?
Beside gold, what other assets would have significant value? The
answer is real estate and residential and commercial property built
upon that real estate.
When Currencies Hyper-Inflate and Collapse What Comes Next?
This may be the easiest question of all to answer. The best answer to this question is contained
by what happened in pre-Nazi Germany. When currencies hyper-inflate and then collapse, the
average person, looking for someone to blame, embrace radical right wing forces and they
assume control. In almost every instance, societal genocide and war are the final destination
for these types of regimes.
Did anyone notice that last nights History Channel miniseries, Revelation: The End of
Days, show the Louisiana Superdome being used as detention facility

The Credit Swap Derivatives Are the Motivating Source
When the controllers of all central banks, the Bank of International Settlements,
introduced credit swap derivatives into the futures market, the central banksters gobbled up this Ponzi scheme like an
addict on crack cocaine. However, as the derivatives scheme failed, the resulting debt ($1.5 quadrillion dollars) was
greater than the sum value of the entire planet ($80 trillion dollars). The bankers successfully transfered the debt to
national governments in which the debt would be paid down with national fiat currencies. Since the central banksters
know the fate of these currencies they have escaped to gold and real estate, thus leaving you and me holding the back
with our soon-to-be worthless petrodollars.
Conclusion
Are the American people helpless spectators in their planned economic demise? For most Americans that is true. The
FDIC only has about 1.5% of the cash needed to insure the entire nation’s banks. The banks, if we are lucky only
have about 10% of the cash that they claim they have on deposit (i.e. fractional reserve banking). Therefore,
Americans could theoretically only gain access to about 10% of their money in the bank. However, know American
will be compensated for the loss of their bank accounts and retirement funds. Remember the G20 resolution which
stated that derivatives debt is first in line to be paid down in the even of a banking collapse. This means that
American citizens will get nothing.
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To the few that will heed these warnings and are subsequently motivated to act to soften the crash, there are some
things that can be done by a very limited number of people if they act very quickly. This will be the subject of
tomorrow’s article. Have a safe New Years Eve!

Pastor Kevin’s Conclusion:
According to the Bible, someday the entire economic system now being used must collapse
and be replaced by a new system that will control the buying and selling of everyone on
earth.
There are many signs that this collapse is going to happen in the not to distant future, maybe
in our lifetimes, maybe next year.
Matt 6:19 "Do not lay up for yourselves treasures on earth, where moth and rust destroy and
where thieves break in and steal; but lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither
moth nor rust destroys and where thieves do not break in and steal. For where your treasure is,
there your heart will be also. NKJV
THE COMING GLOBAL POLICE STATE
The Bible says there will be a global police state that will be able to hunt down and kill anyone who defies
the Antichrist.
Rev 13:7 It was granted to him [Antichrist] to make war with the saints and to overcome them.
And authority was given him over every tribe, tongue, and nation. --- 13 He [False prophet]
performs great signs, so that he even makes fire come down from heaven on the earth in the sight
of men. 14 And he deceives those who dwell on the earth by those signs which he was granted to
do in the sight of the beast [antichrist], telling those who dwell on the earth to make an image to
the beast who was wounded by the sword and lived. 15 He was granted power to give breath to the
image of the beast, that the image of the beast should both speak and cause as many as would not
worship the image of the beast to be killed.
Rev 20:4 And I saw thrones, and they sat on them, and judgment was committed to them. Then I
saw the souls of those who had been beheaded for their witness to Jesus and for the word of God,
who had not worshiped the beast or his image, and had not received his mark on their foreheads
or on their hands. And they lived and reigned with Christ for a thousand years.
In order for this to be fulfilled, the freedoms of movement, privacy, speech, press, etc. must be replaced by
a system of technology and control that will be able to totally enslave the world’s inhabitants.
Are we close to a global police state? How close?

License Plate Reader Technology Looks At
Faces
Police and private companies link facial recognition software to databases that track motorists.
12/29/2014
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http://www.thenewspaper.com/news/46/4602.asp
The leading suppler of automated license plate reader technology in the US (ALPR,
also known as ANPR in Europe) is expanding its offerings to law enforcement.
Vehicle owners have already had their movements tracked by the company Vigilant
Solutions, which boasts 2 billion entries in its nationwide database, with 70 million
additional license plate photographs being added each month. Now passengers can
also be tracked if they hitch a ride with a friend and are photographed by a camera
aimed at the front of the car. The Livermore, California-based firm recently
announced expanded integration of facial recognition technology into its offerings.
"The new Vigilant Mobile Companion app expands the benefits of license plate
recognition and facial recognition technologies to all areas of the agency," a Vigilant Solutions press release claimed.
"Using many of the new analytic tools that Vigilant has released in its Learn product over the last couple of years,
the app makes these tools even more easy to use and accessible on a mobile device. The app also features Vigilant's
Facesearch facial recognition which analyzes over 350 different vectors of the human face."
Though primarily intended for fixed security camera installations, the software could allow police to identify the
occupants of vehicles when the system is supplied with a clear photograph of a car's interior. In states such as
California and Arizona where red light cameras and speed cameras photograph the front of a car, the video stream
can be analyzed in "near real time" to catalog and identify the driver and anyone in the passenger seat of passing
vehicles, flagging any "person of interest."
The US District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia recently acknowledged the ability of standard ANPR
systems to track a vehicle using the Vigilant Solutions online database that goes by the name National Vehicle
Location Service, which has been fed with license plate images from law enforcement and private sources since
2008.
"A subsequent investigation revealed that a 2012 black Range Rover is registered to Eduard," the court wrote on
December 17 in the case United States v. Loz. "A search of the National Vehicle Location Service's database also
showed that this Range Rover had been spotted eight times near the closest intersection to Eduard's Forest Hills
residence."
Only a handful of states have laws in place to regulate automated license plate reader technology.

Gun owners fear Maryland cops target them for
traffic stops
Stories pile up but police say searches are legal
By Kelly Riddell - The Washington Times
December 30, 2014
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2014/dec/30/gun-owners-fear-maryland-cops-target-them-for-traf/
A year ago this New Year’s Eve, John Filippidis of Florida was driving
south with his family on Interstate 95 when the Maryland Transportation
Authority Police pulled over his black Ford Expedition and proceeded to
raid it while his twins, wife and daughter looked on — separated in the
back seats of different police cruisers.
The officers were searching for Mr. Filippidis‘ Florida-licensed, palm-size
Kel-Tec .38 semi-automatic handgun, which he left at home locked in his
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safe. (Maryland does not recognize handgun permits issued by other states.)
When the search turned up nothing, Mr. Filippidis, 51, was allowed to go and was issued only a speeding warning.
The incident gained national attention. Mr. Filippidis went on multiple radio programs and described in detail how
scared and outraged he and his family were. He wondered: How did the police know he was licensed for concealed
carry, and what right did they have to search through his personal items on the side of the busy interstate filled with
holiday travelers on that 10-degree day?
“My wife’s hysterical, shaking and crying,” Mr. Filippidis recalled in an interview with The Washington Times. “I
don’t have a criminal record. I own a business. I’m a family man, and I tried to explain that to [the officer]. But he
had a bad attitude, didn’t want to hear my story. He just wanted to find that gun and take me away from my family.
That was his goal, but he couldn’t do it, because I didn’t have a gun, like I told him.”
Mr. Filippidis‘ case earned the support of Second Amendment advocates and subsequent apologies from the MDTA.
But an internal police review concluded his stop and search were lawful and did not violate police protocols.
Read more: http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2014/dec/30/gun-owners-fear-maryland-cops-target-them-fortraf/#ixzz3NVuUwdhZ
Follow us: @washtimes on Twitter

Intel files patent for real-time facial recognition
system
By Stephen Mayhew
December 30, 2014
http://www.biometricupdate.com/201412/intel-files-patent-for-real-time-facial-recognition-system
Intel recently filed an application with the United States Patent and Trademark Office for a new technology method
of real-time facial detection using an image or video of the subject taken by a mobile device.
Intel Korea research engineer Wooju Ryu describes the face detection method in the U.S. Patent Application No.
20140341430, titled “Method and Device for Detecting Face, and Non-Transitory Computer-Readable Recording
Medium for Executing the Method”.
Ryu writes that the method calls for the breaking up an input image into a set number of regions, then resizing those
image regions and conducting both face detection and face tracking operations on the divided and resized regions.
By partitioning the input images, the individual is able to cut down the amount of time it takes for portable devices to
process face detection in real time.
Intel continues to make a strong push into the biometric and wearable technology market through a series of
developments and partnerships, such creating a new developer’s platform for the Internet of Things, a sector that is
closely related to wearable technology.
The company recently announced it has developed a new line of processors that powers the Asus PadFone X
smartphone.
Additionally, Intel recently rewarded $500,000 to U.S.-based startup Nixie for its flyable and wearable camera
through its company-sponsored contest, Make It Wearable Challenge.
Earlier this month, Intel announced its partnership with Italian eyewear giant Luxottica for the research and
development of high-tech glasses.
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Previously reported, Intel will supply the processor for the next version of Google Glass, which previously featured a
chip made by Texas Instruments.

Hackers Can Steal Your Fingerprint From A PHOTO:
Copycat Print Could Be Used By Criminals To Fool
Security Systems


Security researcher known as Starbug used photos and software called VeriFinger to copy
the print of a German politician
 Shared his findings at Chaos Computer Club’s annual meeting in Hamburg
 Fingerprints created could be used for biometric authentication, he said
 Hackers have already shown prints can be copied from shiny surfaces
 New technique has no need for personal objects - only photos
By Sarah Griffiths for MailOnline
29 December 2014
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2889860/Hackers-steal-fingerprint-PHOTO-Copycat-print-usedcriminals-fool-security-systems.html

'I'm among the first Swedes with a microchip'
Emilott Lantz after having a microchip placed in her hand. Photo:
Mikael Hansson/InfoTech Umeå
By Mimmi Nilsson
Published: 18 Nov 2014
http://www.thelocal.se/20141118/swede-operates-microchip-intobody
Sweden has a global reputation as a leader in developing
innovative technologies. But will a trend for inserting microchips in the human body catch on? The Local
spoke to one of the first Swedes to choose an implant to unlock her office door.
Emilott Lantz, 25, from Umeå in northern Sweden, got a microchip inserted into her hand last week.
She became a guinea pig during Sime 2014 in Stockholm – a conference about digitalism, the internet, and the
future. In line with the goals of the event, participants were offered to get a microchip fitted for free – an opportunity
Lantz jumped at. “I don’t feel as though this is the future – this is the present. To me, it’s weird that we haven’t seen
this sooner,” she tells The Local.
There is evidence that the number of chip-wearers in Sweden is growing rapidly. "This has very much been an
underground phenomenon up until now, but there are perhaps a 100 people with the chip in Sweden," says Hannes
Sjöblad from the Swedish biohackers group BioNyfiken. In the last month alone 50 people from the group
underwent the procedure.
The technology has previously been used for key tags or chips in our pets’ necks to let them through cat flaps. What
is relatively new is inserting the chip in human hands.
The idea is that instead of carrying keys or remembering pins or passwords for our phones or doors, people fitted
with microchips can use them to unlock rooms or lockers, by placing their hand against a machine that reads the
information stored in the chip. It was the appeal of minimizing the number of keys she needed to carry around that
was the deciding factor for Lantz.
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But her decision to go through with the procedure has brought mixed reactions from her friends and family, some
saying she’s been foolish while others argue it’s a cool idea. “The technology isn’t new but the subject becomes
sensitive just because it’s in the human body,” she says.
X-ray of microchip in human hand, shown at Sime 2014.
Photo: Mikael Hansson/InfoTech Umeå
The chip, which is the size of a grain of rice, has been designed
to stay in Lantz’s hand for the rest of her life.
“I’m not surprised that people think it’s a big deal – it’s not
that common yet, but I think it will be. We’re already
modifying our bodies, why should this be different?”
Lantz first came in contact with the idea while attending the conference Geek Girl Meetups last year, where she
heard speaker Carin Ism talk about transhumanism.
Transhumanism is a movement that explores science and technology innovations and their relationship to humanity.
Its goal is to challenge humanity by using emerging technologies that enable humans to go beyond their current
limitations. “I’m super stoked to have had this done – I can’t wait for the property agent to get back to me about
letting me into the system so that I can use my chip instead of my keys to get into the office,” says Lantz.
BioNyfiken's Hannes Sjöblad says it makes sense that Sweden is starting to embrace the technology. "There's a
reason that this is happening in Sweden first and not anywhere else. Swedes have a proven track record of being very
early adapters of new technologies and the current mood is very conductive to this type of experimenting," he says.
Lantz adds: “besides having a chip in my hand, I’m a pretty normal person."

Obama Adviser Gruber Admitted Obamacare
Might Not Be Affordable
By Patrick Howley
Published December 31, 2014
Obamacare consultant Jonathan Gruber (R) listens to Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services Administrator Marilyn Tavenner during testimony before a U.S. House Oversight
and Government Reform hearing on "Examining Obama Transparency Failures" in
Washington December 9, 2014. Gruber apologized on Tuesday for his recent remarks about
"the stupidity of the American voter," telling a congressional committee he did not think President Barack Obama's
signature healthcare law was passed in a deceptive manner. REUTERS/Gary Cameron (UNITED STATES - Tags:
POLITICS HEALTH) - RTR4HBJA
President Obama’s health care adviser Jonathan Gruber admitted that the Affordable Care Act might not be
affordable while he was writing the bill with the White House. As Gruber continues to withhold documents while he
awaits a call-back for more testimony before the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee in the new
year, more information is coming to light detailing what went into the writing of the health-care law.
Gruber said that ObamaCare had no cost controls in it and might not be affordable in an October 2009 policy brief,
presented here exclusively by TheDC. At the time, Gruber had already personally counseled Obama in the Oval
Office and served on Obama’s presidential transition team. Obama, meanwhile, told the American people that their
premiums would go down dramatically. “The problem is it starts to go hand in hand with the mandate; you can’t
mandate insurance that’s not affordable. This is going to be a major issue,” Gruber admitted in an October 2, 2009
lecture, the transcript of which made up the policy brief.
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“So what’s different this time? Why are we closer than we’ve ever been before? Because there are no cost controls in
these proposals. Because this bill’s about coverage. Which is good! Why should we hold 48 million uninsured
people hostage to the fact that we don’t yet know how to control costs in a politically acceptable way? Let’s get the
people covered and then let’s do cost control.”
Gruber also said that the only way to control costs is to effectively deny treatment. “The real substance of cost
control is all about a single thing: telling patients they can’t have something they want. It’s about telling patients,
‘That surgery doesn’t do any good, so if you want it you have to pay the full cost.’”
“There’s no reason the American health care system can’t be, ‘You can have whatever you want, you just have to
pay for it.’ That’s what we do in other walks of life. We don’t say everyone has to have a large screen TV. If you
want a large screen TV, you have to pay for it. Basically the notion would be to move to a level where everyone has
a solid basic insurance level of coverage. Above that people pay on their own, without tax-subsidized dollars, to buy
a higher level of coverage.”
And despite the president’s pitches to the contrary, Obama also knew that his health care bill was unlikely to control
costs, Gruber said. “I wish that President Obama could have stood up and said, ‘You know, I don’t know if this bill
is going to control costs. It might, it might not. We’re doing our best. But let me tell you what it’s going to do…”
Gruber said on a San Francisco podcast in 2012. “If he could make that speech? Instead, he says ‘I’m going to pass a
bill that will lower your health care costs.’ That sells. Now, I wish the world was different. I wish people cared about
the 50 million uninsured in America…But, you know, they don’t. And I think, once again, I’m amazed politically
that we got this bill through.”

Pastor Kevin’s Conclusion about the coming police state:
There are many signs that the freedoms that have been enjoyed by Americans for hundreds
of years are soon going to end. The same kind of total control over the people is happening
in other parts of the world, in some cases to a much greater extent. Therefore, the
prophecies of Revelation could happen in the not to distant future, maybe in our lifetimes.
Phil 4:6 Be anxious for nothing, but in everything by prayer and supplication, with thanksgiving,
let your requests be made known to God; 7 and the peace of God, which surpasses all
understanding, will guard your hearts and minds through Christ Jesus. NKJV

SPIRITUAL APOSTASY AND GLOBAL RELIGION
The Bible says there will be a great falling away from the faith prior to the coming of the Antichrist,
which will ultimately bring about a world religion.
2 Thess 2:3-6 3 Let no one deceive you by any means; for that Day will not come unless the falling
away comes first, and the man of sin is revealed, the son of perdition, 4 who opposes and exalts
himself above all that is called God or that is worshiped, so that he sits as God in the temple of
God, showing himself that he is God. 5 Do you not remember that when I was still with you I told
you these things? 6 And now you know what is restraining, that he may be revealed in his own
time. NKJV
In order for this to be fulfilled, the current divisions between various religions of the world must be healed
as they join for a common goal. Also, those who call themselves Christians must fall into blatant
apostasy, departing from the faith that they espoused.
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Is the “church” departing from the faith? Are the religions uniting? How close are we?

Pope Francis and Rick Warren to Unite For
Global Chrislam Conference
November 10, 2014
http://www.nowtheendbegins.com/blog/?p=28081
The coming One World Religion grows in strength daily
“And I heard another voice from heaven, saying, Come out of her, my people, that ye be not partakers of her sins,
and that ye receive not of her plagues.” Revelation 18:4
On Monday, November 17, 2014, Pope Francis will host a global ecumenical conference featuring Muslim leaders,
pagans, and Chrislam founder Rick Warren from Saddleback Church in California. The official website says that the
Colloquium is sponsored by the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith and co-sponsored by the Pontifical
Council for the Family, the Pontifical Council for Inter-religious Dialogue, and the Pontifical Council for the
Promotion of Christian Unity.
The conference will be held Nov. 17-19 at the Vatican, and is expected to feature more than 30 speakers from over
20 countries. According to the Catholic News Service, those of the Jewish, Islamic, Buddhist, Hindu, Jaina Shasana,
Taoist and Sikh religions will be present, as well as Roman Catholics and professing Christians. Note the high
number of professing pagan religions that will be represented there. The Pope doesn’t care what you believe as long
as you follow Rome.
The Complementarity of Man and Woman: An International Colloquium is
a gathering of leaders and scholars from many religions across the globe, to
examine and propose anew the beauty of the relationship between the man
and the woman, in order to support and reinvigorate marriage and family life
for the flourishing of human society.
But beyond its stated purpose, the real reason for the global confab is to
continue Pope Francis’ work of merging all religions into the One World Religion mentioned in the book of
Revelation. Any excuse for a get together is fine, so long as all religions agree to lay down before the Vatican and
get in line behind the Pope.
Last year, Anglican priest and close friend of Pope Francis Tony Palmer gave an impassioned plea to Kenneth
Copeland’s church to “return home to Mother Rome”, only to die mere months later in a mysterious motorcycle
accident.

Rick Warren Says Pope Francis Is the Pope of All
Christians Worldwide (VIDEOS)
December 3, 2014
http://www.nowtheendbegins.com/blog/?p=28695
Building the One World Religion
“And I heard another voice from heaven, saying, Come out of her, my people, that ye be not partakers of
her sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues.” Revelation 18:4
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Christian Yoga: Bringing The Kundalini Serpent
Into The Church
Geri Ungurean
December 17, 2014
http://www.nowtheendbegins.com/blog/?p=29123
Nothing seems to get a heated debate started faster than challenging a Christian who practices Yoga
on this subject.
“But I only do the stretching part.” I can’t tell you how many times I have heard this. This article is written for the
sake of clarification and education on the practice of Yoga.
WHAT IS YOGA?
Yoga (/ˈjoʊɡə/; Sanskrit: योग, Listen) are the physical, mental, and spiritual practices or disciplines that aim to
transform body and mind. The term denotes a variety of schools, practices and goals in Hinduism, Buddhism
(including Vajrayana and Tibetan Buddhism and Jainism), the best-known being Hatha yoga and Raja yoga. The
term yoga is derived from the literal meaning of “yoking together” a span of horses or oxes, but came to be applied
to the “yoking” of mind and body.[1]
Yoga:noun a mystic and ascetic Hindu discipline by which one seeks to achieve liberation of the self and union with
the supreme spirit or universal soul through intense concentration, deep meditation, and practices involving
prescribed postures, controlled breathing, etc. a system of exercising involving the postures, breathing, etc. practiced
in this discipline [2]
A Christian who studies the Word of God, should instantly see red flags and discern that Yoga and
Christianity are not compatible. We see in the definition “Yoga is the physical, mental and spiritual practices or
disciplines that aim to transform body and mind.” What does God say about transforming our minds?
“And be not conformed to this world: but be ye transformed by the
renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what is that good, and
acceptable, and perfect, will of God.” (Romans 12:2)
Immediately we see a problem between transforming our minds in Yoga, and
being transformed by the renewing of our minds according to the Word of
God. As Christians, God wants our minds to be renewed, so we will be able
to know His will for us. God wants us to be closer to Him. He speaks to us
through His Word. He is our perfect Father.
“According as his divine power hath given unto us all things that pertain unto life and godliness, through the
knowledge of him that hath called us to glory and virtue” (2 Peter 1:3)
We know that the practice of Yoga is rooted in Hinduism and Buddhism. As Christians, do we want to open up
our minds to something that will transform us to be more like Hindus or Buddhists? Ok, when we see it in
black and white, it seems unthinkable. But this is exactly what practicing Yoga is accomplishing in your life.
“There is a way which seemeth right unto a man, but the end thereof are the ways of death.” (Proverbs 14:12)
Next we see in the definition – The term yoga is derived from the literal meaning of “yoking together” a span of
horses or oxes, but came to be applied to the “yoking”of mind and body.
Another red flag should easily be seen by a student of the Word. Let’s see what God says about being yoked
together:
“Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for what fellowship hath righteousness with unrighteousness?
and what communion hath light with darkness?” (2 Corinthians 6:14)
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The picture of oxen being yoked together is used by both Yoga and the Word. In Yoga, the goal is for mind and
body to be yoked together. It’s a Hindu discipline to bring mind and body into submission – but to what end?
Were you aware that every Yoga pose is a posture of worship to various Hindu gods? In this way, the person is
making offerings to millions of Hindu deities! Of course, these details are left off of the “Welcome pamphlet” in
Yoga centers. People are coming there to stretch and relax and be energized, right?
THE KUNDALINI SPIRIT
In an interview with Dave Hunt of the Berean Call (Dave is now with our Lord) the subject of the Kundalini Spirit
was addressed:
“In spite of the advertisements and talk about health and fitness yoga’s real goal is to awaken Kundalini power,
coiled like a serpent at the base of the spine, ready to spring up to manifest itself through the alleged chakras,
(centers of universal force) of the body.” Now, what exactly is Kundalini yoga, or Kundalini power, for that matter?”
Dave Hunt:
“Well, to put it bluntly, it’s demonic. There is no way you can explain it physically, it’s a non physical force. There
certainly is nothing coiled at the base of the spine, three and one-half times coiled like a serpent that’s going to
spring up when you get in the proper state of consciousness, supposedly. This is the same occult power that all the
occultists are in touch with, or try to be in touch with.”
In yoga, the student is told to empty their minds to prepare for meditation. An empty mind is exactly what Satan
likes! Look at what God says about meditation:
“Let the words of my mouth, and the meditation of my heart, be acceptable in thy sight, O Lord, my strength, and my
redeemer.” (Psalm 19:14)
We meditate on His Law and on His Word. We FILL our minds with the goodness of our Father’s perfect and Holy
Words. Do you want an empty mind, or a mind filled with God’s Word?
“Thy word have I hid in mine heart, that I might not sin against thee.” (Psalm 119:11)
We have seen the videos of holy laughter and other aberrant behavior in churches. Do we have to wonder from
where the spirits came who wreak such havoc with children of God? Could it be that so many Christians are
practicing yoga and are bringing the Kundalini spirit into their services? I have read that Hindus who knowingly seek
out the Kundalini spirit, behave in similar ways during their worship. With the uncontrollable laughter and rolling
about on the floor, it would be hard to tell the difference between them and a charismatic Christian service!
Over thirty million people in America practice Yoga. In the 1960’s, Transcendental Meditation came on the
American scene. It was a time of self realization and finding the meaning to life within oneself. Society pushed God
aside, and replaced Him with Self. Secular humanism is the new religion, and it has caused the moral decline of our
society. If there is no God, then there are no moral absolutes, right? Unfortunately, this ideology has crept into the
Church as well.
CHRISTIANS SHOULD NOT LOOK LIKE THE WORLD
How will we persuade a lost world that they need to repent and trust Jesus Christ for the forgiveness of their sins, if
we look just like them? God wants us to come out from them and behave and live like His children. When the world
looks at us, do they see Jesus? That should be the prayer of each of our hearts – daily.
“Now the Spirit speaketh expressly, that in the latter times some shall depart from the faith, giving heed to seducing
spirits, and doctrines of devils” (1 Timothy 4:1)
If we try to fit into this world, we not only ruin our testimony, but we put ourselves in jeopardy of falling away from
God. Do you not know that the devil seeks to destroy you all day long? He is the accuser of the brethren. He is a liar
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and the father of lies. If we don’t cling to our Father and study His Word, we become prey for the enemy of our
souls.
YOGA AND NEW AGE PRACTICES
I have heard Christians talk about the evil of New Age practices, and yet they practice yoga. Somehow our
churches have placed a stamp of approval on yoga. A brother or sister in Christ would never think of attending a
séance or play with a Ouija board, or see a spiritist for a reading. But these same people will go to their yoga classes
and enthusiastically invite others. It’s time for the truth about yoga to be told to your family and friends!
Writing this article will certainly not win me new friends. As a matter of fact, some may choose to ignore the
warnings and consider me a bit fanatical. But hopefully others who have wondered about yoga, will be glad that they
now know the dangers of it.
Don’t forget that the Evil one – the father of lies – the author of confusion – Satan, wants to take you away from the
Lord. Hold fast to what you know is right. Turn away from evil. Cling to Jesus and His Word.
1 Peter 5:8
“Be sober, be vigilant; because your adversary the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking whom he may
devour.” Maranatha!

Pastor Kevin’s Conclusion about the apostasy and formation of the global religion.
The rate of change within the “church” is staggering. It won’t be long until the people of the
world will be demanding that all religions put down their differences and join the Pope in
doing good deeds throughout the world. Those who are fundamentalist will all be branded
as terrorists and ignored or eliminated. Therefore, the prophecies of Revelation and Paul the
apostle could happen in the not to distant future, maybe in our lifetimes.
2 Tim 4:2 Preach the word! Be ready in season and out of season. Convince, rebuke,
exhort, with all longsuffering and teaching. 3 For the time will come when they will not
endure sound doctrine, but according to their own desires, because they have itching ears,
they will heap up for themselves teachers; 4 and they will turn their ears away from the
truth, and be turned aside to fables. 5 But you be watchful in all things, endure afflictions,
do the work of an evangelist, fulfill your ministry. NKJV

Israel
The Bible says there will be a global hatred for Israel until the Lord returns.
Zech 12:2 "Behold, I will make Jerusalem a cup of drunkenness to all the surrounding
peoples, when they lay siege against Judah and Jerusalem. 3 And it shall happen in that
day that I will make Jerusalem a very heavy stone for all peoples; all who would heave it
away will surely be cut in pieces, though all nations of the earth are gathered against it. --8 In that day the Lord will defend the inhabitants of Jerusalem; the one who is feeble
among them in that day shall be like David, and the house of David shall be like God, like
the Angel of the Lord before them. 9 It shall be in that day that I will seek to destroy all the
nations that come against Jerusalem. NKJV
Is there a growing global hatred of the nation of Israsel? How close?
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Abbas Faces More Fiascos After the UN Rejects
His Unilateral Path to a Palestinian State
DEBKAfile Special Report
December 31, 2014
http://debka.com/article/24319/Abbas-faces-more-fiascos-after-the-UN-rejects-his-unilateral-path-to-a-PalestinianstateMahmoud Abbas loses his first UN round
The United Nations Security Council Tuesday night, Dec. 30, rejected a Palestinian
resolution demanding that Israel withdraw from disputed territories within three years.
The motion fell one short of the minimum nine "yes" votes in the Security Council,
confirming debkafile’s reporting ahead of the vote. The US and Australia voted
against; Russia, China, France, Argentina, Chad, Chile, Jordan and Luxembourg voted
in favor and the UK, Lithuania Nigeria, South Korea and Rwanda abstained.

Wild Cheers for Proposed Invasion
of Israel
NATO ally encouraged to 'liberate' Jerusalem
Leo Hohmann
December 30, 2014
http://www.wnd.com/2014/12/nato-ally-encouraged-to-liberate-jerusalem/
President Obama and Turkish President Erdogan
Turkish and Palestinian flags fluttered like angry birds in a
crowd of thousands of people chanting “Allahu Akbar!” and
“Down with Israel!”
The chants grew more exuberant as the hulking, bearded
man on the speaker’s platform assured them that “God
willing, we will liberate Jerusalem together.”
The speaker was Hamas leader Khaled Meshaal and his audience was Turkey’s ruling Justice and Development
Party, gathered for its annual meeting Dec. 27 at a convention hall in Konya, the hometown of Turkish Prime
Minister Ahmet Davutoglu.
The Turkish prime minister introduced the Hamas leader and then took a seat in the front row, cheering and clapping
for the radical Islamist statements being made by Meshaal.

Pastor Kevin’s Conclusion about current state of the nations being against Israel.
Although there are still some who are not against Israel, the list is getting smaller and
smaller. Israel is seeing increasing antagonism on all their borders. We are getting close,
but the future wars will set the stage for final fulfillment.
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Ps 121:4 Behold, He who keeps Israel shall neither slumber nor sleep. 5 The Lord is your
keeper; The Lord is your shade at your right hand. 6 The sun shall not strike you by day,
nor the moon by night. 7 The Lord shall preserve you from all evil; He shall preserve your
soul. 8 The Lord shall preserve your going out and your coming in From this time forth,
and even forevermore. NKJV

THE DECEPTION OF THE ELITES TO MANIPULATE THE MASSES

Startling 911 Admission: John Kerry Admits Building #7
Was A Controlled Demolition (Video Interview)
Saturday, December 27, 2014 13:48
http://beforeitsnews.com/9-11-and-ground-zero/2014/12/startling-911-admission-john-kerry-admitsbuilding-7-was-a-controlled-demolition-video-interview-2441142.html
Listening to the double speak from our politicians is getting very old.
Now, did I just hear John Kerry say building number #7 was brought down in a controlled fashion to prevent
more damage?
The media has a way of moving people forward and forgetting the issues that really count as you are about to
see in the following videos.
So if the American people are to understand this correctly, during the collapse of the the World Trade Center
(Twin Towers) They called up a team of demo experts and rushed them into a building that may not be safe
and they planted explosives to do a controlled demo before it did any other damage. These demo experts did
all of this in less than 8 hours and dropped building #7 in its own foot print?
What an amazing story!
Listen to Kerry very carefully as he tries to cover up what he just said by saying he really doesn’t have enough
information to answer this question, and this is the very first time anyone from the public ever brought this
question up as far as he knows! Are you Kidding Me?
How bold do the lies have to be before America wakes up and calls fraud on this whole government take
down of the United States of America?
How many more false flags will be discovered in our future, how many more lies are they covering up?
I am adding this video from 2012 that forecast the events we are seeing today and describes what is in our
future, it’s 2 years closer. Can you see it coming?
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